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simplicity redefined

Amari’s comprehensive simplicity is deliberately 

designed to translate style into sustainability. 

Easily replaceable components and covers   

extend its life span in today’s demanding 

healthcare environments. High density, contoured 

foam cushions offer superior, long-lasting comfort. 

Cleaning is effortless with the optional removeable 

seat, and hard surface panel and arm cap. Amari’s 

back reclines independently from its ottoman, 

resulting in multiple comfort options. Patients can 

select the perfect recline angle while choosing to 

raise or lower their feet. 

14981
recliner
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simplicity redefined

Patients and visitors will easily relax as amari’s back and ottoman operate independently of each other.  

customized comfort

highlights

•  independent back motion so  
orthopedic patients can recline  
comfortably without raising legs

•  all components are easily renewed  
on site

•  amari’s small footprint efficiently  
reserves space for necessary  
equipment

• large casters provide 5” of clearance for 
patient lifts and mobility devices*

•  moisture barrier is standard

•  500 lb. weight capacity

•  25 year warranty; 10 years on 
mechanism, 3 years on casters

hard surface arm  

panels (solid surface  

or thermoform) are  

easy to wipe down and 

impervious to harsh 

healthcare cleaners

14981
central brake

14981
single transfer arm

14W981
recliner, wide

 fold down arm for 

patient transfer  

in both the seated 

and supine position

*does not apply when footrest option is specified

Push red pedal for 

exceptional braking 

power; green to activate 

auto-align tracking 

casters; or neutral 

position for casters with 

zero-turn radius
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greenguard.org

specifications
Product No. Description W D H SW SD SH AH WT YDG WT CAP

14981 recliner 29 34.25 46.75 22 20.75 20 26.75 113 4 500

14W981 recliner, wide 32 34.25 46.75 25 20.75 20 26.75 125 4.5 500
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options and accessories

quick release seaturethane arm cap
(standard)

solid surface cap

full flip table
thermoform or  
solid surface

half flip table 
thermoform or  
solid surface

foley bag hook pushbar
urethane

central brakefootrest
black only 

arm panel
thermoform
(standard)

arm panel  
solid surface

single transfer arm
available either side

double transfer arm red: brake engaged
green: tracking casters activated
neutral: zero-turn casters 
(as shown)
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